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It was the weekend before Thanksgiving. More than 100,000 fans were jammed inside Michigan

Stadium, on their feet, to witness a heated football rivalry that had spanned more than 100 years. As

the football was kicked into the snow-filled sky, they were about to get the shock of their lives, as

long-foretold Bible prophecy came to pass before their very eyes, causing many to vanish into thin

air without a trace.But what they soon realized was that it reached far beyond Michigan Stadium.

Chaos of unimaginable proportions ensued worldwide. Shock, fear and panic filled each heart and

mind. It was just the beginning of things to come, as life as humanity had known it was forever

changed in the blink of an eye...The next three installments are now available. Upon being released,

the fourth installment was #1 in two separate categories, for three straight weeks, on 's "Hot New

Releases". The fifth installment will be available late Fall, 2016.Patrick Higgins is the author of "The

Unannounced Christmas Visitor", "The Pelican Trees", and "Coffee In Manila". Be sure to check

them out...
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This novel and series has probably the best researched and biblical understanding of what will

happen after the taking out of Christians from this world.It holds nothing back or sugar coats or

sensationalizes this occurrence.it goes further than the" left behind series"It shows a step back and

observe on personal basis people we can identify with.Not just those that are untrue to spouses:but

common everyday families and how they react in situations of losing grandparents,children,and

friends.All this before the dreaded "Mark"of which I'm inclined to believe is not threatened but

people desire it.I have followed this series and will continue as long the novel continues blending

premises with scripture.

Chaos in the Blink of an Eye is a fictional account of the rapture and what it might be like. This is a

prequel of a series of books and it is a quick read. It is well written and interesting. There are a lot of

great characters the writer has developed and I'm intrigued to see what will happen next with them.

In this prequel several characters are introduced and so far in this book I don't know how all of the

stories intersect but I'm sure that will be revealed in the books to come. This is a really good start to

a story and I'm intrigued.

Such an important topic truly deserves more depth and exploration. Superficial exposition and stilted

dialogue does little to present a the notion of the End Times in anything but the most trivial manner.

Maybe it gets better...

Once in a while a really good book comes along that I can't put down until I finish it...this is one of

those.books...I was given this book as a complimentary gift for an honest review..It start off with

people going about their everyday lives until the people start disappearing ...In taxis ,stadium

,sidewalks all around the world...yes this book is about the Rapture...very well written, characters

and storyline are heartwarming and realistic...I really enjoyed this author's work...Thank you Mr.

Higgins for a.well rounded story..

This novel probably the best researched of what will happen after the taking out of Christians from

this world.It holds nothing back or sugar coats or sensationalizes this occurrence.It goes further than

the" left behind series"It shows a step back and observe on personal basis people we can identify

with.

Its an easy read that moves quickly. It has a lot of different characyers and it is neat to see there



perspective. It seemed a little short and the characters could have been developed more, but it was

enjoyable.

After reading Patrick's 1st book. I was totally engrossed.Being a firm in Jesus Christ. I was

captivated by his skillful writing!I thought I was right there in the midst of things. Great writing

Patrick!

A little slow going and repetitive. I enjoyed the topic and characters, the plot was semi predictable

but well written. There were parts though that seemed pulled from a sermon or another source that

didn't flow easily into the story.
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